To: David Lam; Todd Miller; Jennifer Burnett  
Cc: Agnieszka Ambrozewicz  
Subject: DPS, Kessler's Flying Circus, BrianDunning.com

Hi David:

eBay has informed us that we are to place the above publishers on payout hold on ALL eBay programs effective immediately. They have given very little information as to why but allude to cookie stuffing and claim that the investigation is ongoing on a federal level (i.e., US Government). VC has been subpoenaed for records of traffic (url, payment, advertisers relationships). We are complying with both requests. While we await evidence and more information from eBay, we need to keep this confidential.

In the meantime, I want to ask for NO/PO assistance in digging up any reports and findings on the above publisher's activities and possibly replicating any instances of fraud. The reason I ask you David is that, while cryptic, eBay did refer to your findings as well as those of Ben Edelman. David/Todd/ Jen: Do we have examples of these guys committing cookie stuffing? Any other fraud? Can we go through Ben E's reports and corroborate or disprove his allegations regarding these pubs?

Cheers.

Peter Bexelius  
Account Manager - Strategic Accounts

Commission Junction, a ValueClick Company  
530 East Montecito Street  
Santa Barbara, CA 93103  
Direct: 805 735 8106  
Fax: 805 735 8458  
Email: pbexelius@cj.com

Any disclosure, copying, distribution, posting or use of the contents of this information is prohibited and may be unlawful. This e-mail may contain proprietary or confidential information and is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Thank you.
From: Peter Bexellus  
Sent: den 19 Juni 2007 22:46  
To: Agnieska Ambrozewicz; Redouane Bellani; Krystofer Glover; rebelka Barnhusen; Ida Gustafsson; Paul Kauru; Todd Miller; Jennifer Burnett  
Cc: Alyson Emmer  
Subject: DPS, Kessler, Briandunning.com - Attorney Work Request  

Hi:

By now I think you may have been contacted by your eBay counterparts regarding May invoicing for the above publishers. To recap what's happened so far:

1. Yesterday, eBay US informed us to place DPS, Kessler and Briandunning.com on payout hold and expire their affiliations from ALL eBay programs globally effective immediately. They gave very little information as to why but allude to cookie stuffing and an ongoing investigation on a federal level (i.e. US Government).
2. VC has been subpoenaed for records of traffic (url, payment, advertisers relationships, etc).
3. NQ has placed publishers on payout hold for ALL programs CJ wide (bug #94219)
4. We will NOT expire publishers until we have evidence of violations.
5. NQ compliance reversals will also not be done until we have sufficient evidence.

The affected publishers will not find out about the payout hold until their May payment is delayed which means anywhere between 24 to 72 hours from now. If we are contacted, we will simply follow standard NQ protocols for communication and respond that their account is on hold for NQ investigation. (Todd: Can you provide me with standard messaging for payout holds please).

While we await evidence and more information from eBay, we need to keep this confidential. eBay will likely request that you review the invoices for May. I'm speaking to our legal team and hope to have more information by tomorrow. For now, you should plan for these publishers to remain on payout hold and to be expired from your program in the near future.

Please include the following subject line in any email regarding this matter; "Attorney Work Request", and cc aemmer@valuelclick.com.  

Cheers,

Peter Bexellus  
Account Manager - Strategic Accounts  

*Disclaimer: Jumia is a ValueClick Company  
155 East Montrose Street  
Burlington, VT 05403  
Phone: 802-726-5450  
Fax: 802-726-5455  
Email: peterb@vc.com  

Any disclosure, copying, distribution, posting or use of the contents of this information is prohibited and may be unlawful. This e-mail may contain proprietary or confidential information and is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Thank you.

CONFIDENTIAL  
ATTORNEY'S EYES ONLY

000082
From: Ida Gustafsson  
Sent: 25 June 2007 11:22  
To: Peter Bezervius; Agnieszka Ambrozewicz; Redouane Bellani; Krystofer Glover; Rebekka Barnhusen; Paul Koura; Todd Miller; Jennifer Burnett  
Cc: Alyson Emmer  
Subject: RE: DPS, Kessler, Briandunning.com - Attorney Work Request  

Hi Peter,  

DPS and Kessler's were expired from the Tradora program with immediate effect on June 22 but I don't know by whom. Does that mean we have evidence of violations?  

Thanks,  
Ida
Message Detail

Account: 1558264
From: Todd Miller
Posted: 2007-06-27
Organization: Client Services

Subject: 1558264: Commission Junction account removal for illegal activity.

Message:

Dear Brian Dunning,

It has come to our attention that you are allowing people to place CJ Ads containing your PIB/Account information on their MySpace pages.

This is not only a violation of the Commission Junction Publisher Service Agreement, and Code of Conduct, but also of the MySpace Terms of Use. Based on this conduct, you have been removed from the CJ Network and your earnings have been forfeited. You are not eligible to rejoin the CJ Network and any attempt to do so shall be rejected.

If you have any further questions regarding this or other issues, please respond to this email.

Sincerely,

Network Quality

Commission Junction, a ValueClick company